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Unsurpassed in its authority and scope, the 10th edition of the most widely used periodontics text

has been revised to include the most up-to-date information on new technology and emerging

concepts. Published for the first time in full-color, and containing a new section on evidence-based

decision-making, new chapters, scores of new illustrations, and exclusive special features like

Science Transfer information boxes, this edition reinforces its reputation as the text with the best

coverage of periodontology available.Comprehensive coverage provides readers with information

on the entire spectrum of periodontics in a single volumeUnique approach combining

evidence-based decision-making, science transfer, and classification/nomenclature gives readers

an efficient and decisive introduction to material /li>Chapter outlines at the start of chapters highlight

important topics at a glanceExtensive references direct readers to the most current resources

available for additional research6 chapters covering Oral Malodor, Host Modulation Agents, Recent

Advances in Implant Surgical Technology, Levels of Clinical Significance, Diagnostic Imaging for the

Implant Patient and Periodontal Treatment in Practice 16 completely revised/rewritten chapters

bring forth the latest cutting-edge information on dozens of periodontal topicsSection on

Evidence-Based Decision-Making provides readers with an in-depth introduction to evidence-based

decision-making, accessing evidence, and implementing evidence-based decisions in clinical

practiceScience Transfer boxes with commentary from leading periodontists appear in every

chapter to provide scientific basis for clinical proceduresOver 2,300 full-color illustrations and

pictures provide readers with color accurate images for easier comprehension of specific conditions

and treatments
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> Periodontics

This book rocks! It is an amazing reference and has great pictures to look at for help in identifying

gingival tissue! I recommend for anyone going into the field of dentistry! Thank you for the fast

delivery and the amazing product.

While it is not a book I would read straight through, when I need to look up specific information on

etiology, bacteria (biofilms), or treatment options this is my favorite resource. It's evidence oriented

with specific references to hundreds of studies I would never be able to find or research on my own,

I'm confident the evidence & conclusions here are accurate. In addition I've attended a lecture by

one of the contributing periodontists, Dr. Sottosanti & found him wonderfully unbiased, authoritative,

informed, & very evidence oriented. The depth & scope of the information in this book is critical to

helping me make dental decisions. A challenging but rewarding read.

5 stars for reliable seller and very good book, of course.I have wanted this book as it is one of the

best book for dental undergraduate student. It is not easy to get this edition in these days, especially

in my area.As written by seller, this book is in its very good condition, insides are clean and no

highlighting - good as new, except the cover backbone is a bit torn - not a big issue.I would

recommend this to my friend.

This is very detailed information about periodontal diseases. It includes etiology, microbiology,

body's immune response, great illustrations and tables which make easier memorization and

understanding. If you have enough patience to read it all, at the end you have very substantial

knowledge about the subject. It is great book for the dental hygienist students and future dentists as

well.

Carranza's Clinical Periodontology is a very necessary book for us in ROMANIA.Manythanks to  for

giving us the possibility to buy special books.Your's sincerlytudosoiutache.

I am completely satisfied. Good transaction.
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